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March 2022

President’s Message
ATTENTION: ALL MEMBERS

NEXT MEETING:

Do you really believe this NE weather, it was
cold, rainy, total gloom and then it’s Spring?
The days are warmer in the high 50’s and 60’s.
We turned the clocks ahead and there were
Robins on my front lawn and trout stocking has
started. I heard the fish are in but the bite
hasn’t happened yet. Enjoy the newsletter
articles on tips and techniques on trout.
I’ve found some rod blanks—a bamboo and a
graphite—along with some assorted
components that I had forgotten about. I am
just about finished with them. It’s been, as they
say, a definite greatly frustrating and learning
experience. I’ll bring them to our next meeting
to show them off. But, OMG, I got to get on to
tying some flies that I said that “needed” last
Fall!
The speaker that I had lined up backed out and
I was unable to find another on short notice.
Since I need to tie some flies, I thought that I
might not be the only one. With the Covid
restrictions loosening up, I thought how about
having an old time, in-person, fly tying,
shooting the breeze, drinking some coffee, a
good ol’ down home meeting. So, come on
down and join us for this month’s meeting. We
are planning on having some good raffles too.
Don’t Forget: Tickets for Capt. Ray’s guided
trip. You probably know a number of people
that would love to do this charter with Ray, so

Tuesday March 22, 2022
South Foxboro Community Center
382 South St. Foxboro, MA 02035
Time: 630pm to 9pm

buy some for yourself and then sell your
friends some tickets too. They are $15.00 a
ticket or two for $25. Come and get them at our
meeting: ask any board member or email me,
your fearless Pres. This is the best investment
you can make to have a guided saltwater trip.
Club trips are now in the planning stage, e.g.
Ninigret worm hatch, Narrow river, an eastern
and/or western MA river, a Connecticut river,
along with Striper hunts. If you have any
suggestions, please forward them to me or any
other board members.
We are always looking for ideas and new
members. Invite someone you know or don’t
know who might be interested in fly fishing to
a meeting. At the meetings voice your
opinions—we need your input. This is your
club.
Tight lines & looking forward to seeing you
and meeting new members.
Ed
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Fly Fishing Tips for Stocked Trout
by Louis Cahill

Fly fishing tips for stocked trout. Photo By: Louis Cahill

My first memory of bringing a trout to hand with a fly rod took place back in the spring of
1990.
It was on a seasonal trout stream, located 45 minutes north of Atlanta, GA. It was a far cry from a trophy trout at
10-inches, but that freshly stocked rainbow trout, touched my eleven year old fishing soul to the core. I’ll never
forget the excitement I felt watching that stocker chase down and eat my olive woolly bugger at my feet. It felt
really good for a change, not relying on that plastic blue can of worms to get the job done. From that day forward,
I never looked back, and I’ve moved on to become a respectable trout guide in my area and I’ve fly fished for
trout all over the world.
A lot of fly fisherman would laugh at me if I brought that fishing memory up in conversation. Many wouldn’t be
able to look past the fact that I was fly fishing for stocked trout that weren’t naturally born in a stream or river. If
you happen to be reading this post and you’re one of those fly anglers that I’m referring to, just remember that we
aren’t all blessed to have easy access to wild trout. For many of us, wild trout populations are so low (because of
poor conservation and land management), it’s not even feasible for us to strategically target them, and if it wasn’t
for stocked trout, we’d have no trout at all. If you’re fortunate to be blessed with wild trout populations where you
live, don’t forget how that special that is, and please don’t make fun or belittle others who take pride in catching
stocked trout. You just make yourself look ungrateful and worthy of having wild trout.
Before I get into my fly fishing tips for stocked trout, I’d like to take a moment to mention a couple of reasons I
feel stocked fisheries can be good for the sport. For one, they’re a great place to introduce kids and newcomers to
fly fishing for trout. Timed correctly, an angler with zero experience can have great success catching trout.
Secondly, put and take trout waters provide great locations for anglers who like to harvest trout, to do so without
having to illegally poach on special regulation or wild trout fisheries.

Fly Fishing Tips for Stocked Trout
Tip 1: Big flies and bright flies are generally the best choice for freshly stocked trout
If I knew I was going to be targeting freshly stocked trout (within a week or less of being stocked) I should really
only need three types of patterns. The first would be a big Stimulator dry fly. Since stocked fish are conditioned to
eating fish food pellets on the surface in the hatcheries, anglers can regularly take them on the surface with big dry
flies. A dead drifted dry works really good, but sometimes, twitching or skating it at the end of the drift will also
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work. If the stocked trout aren’t liking your dry flies, I’d next try stripping a black or olive woolly bugger. A large
profiled fly with an erratic action will really get the attention of freshly stocked trout, so much in fact, that they
often will swim several feet to eat a big fly like a woolly bugger. And if the woolly bugger isn’t working I’d next
rig up a tandem nymph rig and tie on a bright san juan worm or egg pattern off the back. Fluorescent colored flies
are very hard for stocked trout to pass up, and they’re usually the ticket until most of the stocked trout have been
landed on them multiple times. Try these tactics above for freshly stocked trout.

Tip 2: Don’t move, change your flies first
Don’t always think the fun is over after a few fish. Many anglers move on to new water when all they need to do
is change out their flies to something different to continue to catch stocked trout. This works really well when
you’ve got crowded water and equally well when you’ve got kids that aren’t very mobile.

Tip 3: Search out the slower moving water like pools and deeper runs
When trout are first stocked they often search out slower moving water. I think most of the time this is because
they’re trying to match the slow moving water that they grew up in at the hatcheries and it’s more comfortable to
them. If you know the DNR recently stocked you should first check out the pools and deeper slow moving runs
and bypass the fast moving pocket water. These places you should find pods of trout hanging out and easy to
catch.

Tip 4: Go natural with fly choice after the trout have been around for a while
Eventually stocked trout will get conditioned to seeing those big woolly buggers and bright attractor nymphs, and
you’ll find it much harder to get them to eat them. When that happens, anglers should start fishing fly patterns that
are more natural looking and less gaudy and flashy. This is the time that soft-hackles and your traditional nymph
patterns (prince nymph, hares ear nymph and pheasant-tail nymphs) really shine. I often will tie on a fast sinking
copper john and drop one of the traditional nymphs off the back.

Tip 5: Hit the pocket water and riffles
The longer the stocked trout have been in the stream or river, the more they will start to spread out and move
around. This is when I’ll leave the big pools and runs for other anglers and focus my attention fly fishing the
pocket water and seams of riffles. You’ll find the trout here less pressured, easier to catch and you should also be
able to find some water to yourself.

Tip 6: Swing your flies
If you’re on the water and you can’t get the stocked trout to eat your dead drifted flies, try repositioning yourself
so you can swing your fly patterns in front of them towards the end of your drift. Sometimes, this can be the most
effective way to catch stocked trout that have been in the water for a while.

Tip 7: Go tiny and downsize your tippet
Over the years, I’ve witnessed and fly fished to stocked trout that were unbelievably difficult to catch. Some of
these stocked streams get pounded daily with anglers, and eventually the trout get super spooky and selective.
When I see this on the water, it makes me want to round up all those stocked trout haters that think all stockers are
a joke to catch and watch each one of them get their egos checked. If you’re going to be fly fishing for stocked
trout late in the season after they’ve had lots of education, you should be ready to downsize your tippet, micronymph, and fish tiny dry flies if you want to consistently catch trout. Yes, I’m talking about 6x-7X tippet and fly
patterns down to size 24.
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Asking the Best Questions to Catch More Trout
by Domenick Swentosky
Wading or floating, up top with dry flies or underneath with wets, you can fool a trout on just about any fly. And
experience teaches the frequent angler how the presentation of a fly trumps the specifics of the pattern by a wide
margin.
We have a better chance at catching a bunch of trout on the wrong fly and a great presentation than we do of
catching a single trout on the right fly with the wrong presentation. Bad fishing is bad fishing, and no frequency of
swapping flies can change that.
But assuming that your technique reaches the bar for a trout’s approval, then fly selection absolutely does matter.
That said, almost everything else matters more. Here’s what I mean . . .
“What” Is Not First

Across fly fishing circles and in parking lot discussions, the enduring question remains:
“What were they taking?”
Row upon row of nymphs mounted into foam slots, boxes of hackled dries bouncing in squared-off cubicles and
married by size, piles of large streamers waiting their turn for action — what adorns the hook is the focus for fly
fishers.
The obsession over what we tie to the end of the line is fair. And it matters. But the longer I fish for trout, the
more I lean toward solving different tangents of the mystery. There are better questions to ask first. Fly selection
is surely significant, but a host of other considerations are more crucial.
Who Are “They?”

The concept that groups of trout are under the water, existing and making the same choices, is an important one.
Surely there are outliers, and we aim to catch those fish too. But day after day, we strive to crack the mystery
about what most of the trout are doing. We fish hard, not to luck into a fish, but to find the routines of most trout.
It’s true — groups of trout feed in the same places and in the same ways.
Trout like to do what their friends are doing, and there’s no denying that catching a few trout helps lead us to the
promise of catching a few more. One trout is an accident. It’s just as likely that you found a maverick as it is that a
single fish can teach you the habits of the rest. Two fish is a coincidence, but three starts to show a trend. And at a
half dozen fish, there’s enough data about who, what, where, when and why to build the pieces of a puzzle.
To the die-hard angler, adaptation and adjustment to what we discover is one of the great joys of fly fishing for
trout.
So as you add a few fish to the bag, here are some questions to ask.
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Where Are They Feeding?

Somedays, trout reveal themselves by feeding on top, and they make the answer to this question easy. But for
most of our time on the water, we must search deeper.
Scanning the river below might lead to clues about the trout’s feeding behavior. We can see flashes or fish tilting
in the strike zone to intercept a nymph. Or we might notice one trout after another spook from the shallow side as
we wade upstream. Usually though, finding feeding fish requires an open mind and some willingness to fish many
different water types.
Where to start is best decided by considering the next question . . .
What’s the Water Temperature?

If one thing matters most, this is probably it. To find feeding fish, consider the water temp.
Your own habits change a lot based on the air temperature, right? Your daily life shifts whether it’s snowing at
twenty-five degrees or it’s sweltering hot at ninety. Trout are no different. So expect them to respond to water
temperature, whether that be the gradual changes of seasons or the quicker dip of a cold front. Trout respond to
the temps. So be aware of it.
Devin Olsen does a wonderful job of breaking down trout feeding behaviors and their responses to water
temperatures in his book, Tactical Fly Fishing. (Look to Chapter Four.)
Where is the Sunlight?

I believe that sunlight, its angle and intensity, is the most overlooked element, by a wide margin. Give me cloudy
days, please. Keep that sun behind the curtains. But when I must fish with the ball of fire above, I’m attentive to
the angles.
Trout feed better with the sun behind them — downstream and out of their eyes. And I’ll choose water that
permits this, especially early and late in the season, with lower sun angles occurring all day long.
Shade is no mystery. Trout feel more exposed in direct light, so if it’s available, the best fish often choose shady
lies.
What about direct sun in the winter? Does it warm the fish enough to feed? Sometimes. But I’ll still choose cloudy
days over sunny, given the choice.
What is the Food Source?

Well, if you knew the answer to this one, you’d already have the perfect fly tied on. Amirite?
A lot of information can be gained before you even arrive at new water. This limestoner is ripe with cress bugs.
That tailwater is heavily stocked with five-inch rainbow fingerlings. Prepare, and be ready to adjust.
Turning rocks, seining the flow, shaking tree branches and watching for leggy streamside insects trapped in
spiderwebs makes professors out of students. You really don’t have to guess much. The answers are there.
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Where is the Food Source?

Once you know a little about what trout are eating it’s time to understand where that food source is most common.
Carpenter ants are falling in at the brushy banks, and trout are lined up in the skinny stuff. Grannom Caddis are
thick in the air — swarms of them in biblical numbers — but trout rises are splashy and infrequent, because the
real feeding is in the riffles and runs, where the nymphs have lived for a year and are now emerging.
Finding feeding fish often correlates with determining the easiest meal. Put yourself in the middle of that banquet,
and start fishing.
At What Level are they Feeding?

Sometimes our finned friends are glued to the riverbed, so much that the only way to catch a trout is to slow the
drift by touching and rolling the flies repeatedly. Other times, they’re feeding in the strike zone — the slower
cushion of water near the bottom where most activity in a river takes place. Or maybe fish are feeding midcurrent, chasing hapless mayflies in their emergence. And if you’re lucky, they’re providing unmistakable targets
with gentle rises to a spinner fall in soft tailouts and inside cuts.
Aside from the obvious surface eats and the occasional flash of feeding behavior from underneath, the best way to
find the preferred feeding level is to pay attention. Every time a trout responds to your presentation, note the level.
Did a trout eat your tag nymph that was riding mid-column? Or did it hit your sculpin fished on a Touch-and-Go?
All of this is invaluable data about where to expect the next fish.
Where Are the Prime Lies?

Where trout are feeding and what they’re feeding on comes to light by considering the previous questions. And
with just a handful of fish to the net, the best locations — the prime lies — become apparent.
Trout catching happens in patches. And wherever you catch more than a couple, consider it prime. Wherever you
find the biggest fish of the day, consider that prime, and fish more water like it. Then plan your approach
accordingly, giving the most attention to the fishiest water and less attention to the secondary stuff.
Look closer. Consider the details. Refine your vision from macro to micro. With enough data, you learn to see not
just the good spots — but the prime spots.
The soft outside edge of that bubbly seam looks perfect, because you caught a pair of trout in the last one
downstream twenty minutes ago. So you give this one the same attention — maybe more. And when trout don’t
eat in this prime seam, you change something before moving on. They’ve rejected a pure dead drift, so you try a
crossover technique before leaving the seam. Three fish and ten minutes later, your suspicion is confirmed. Now
look for the next prime lie just like it.
And Yes. . . What Fly Are They Taking?

Finally, it’s time to consider the pattern. I think the fly is so often given peak significance because it seems like
the first choice we make. And many anglers make that decision at the tailgate, before even hitting the water.
It’s true, you won’t catch a fish without the hook. So we make the initial choice based on a hunch, on history or a
hatch chart. Then we cross our fingers and start casting.
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Trust that first choice. Focus on the other questions before changing the fly. And then, sure, choose another fly.
Note the response from trout. Are they eating it or just hitting it? Are they refusing your dry after taking a good
look? Are they slamming your streamer but leaving you slack-lined after a strip set?
Consider the size first, because that matters most. Then think about the form and profile, the flash and sparkle.
There are days when trout prefer a silver bead head over a copper one. And if you encounter enough trout, you start to see
those preferences.

Stay open minded about fly selection, and change for a reason. Have a theory and test it, rather than randomly
choosing the next pattern. And then sometimes, just trust your instinct.
En Masse

Day after day, I’m on the water, and I witness undeniable trends. Trout take on habits that are sometimes
predictable, so much that many of the questions above are already answered.
But most days, the mystery is reinstalled and refreshed anew. So much changes in a trout’s world each day that
our expectations may not match the situation.
However, by trusting the designs of nature, and knowing that large groups of trout collectively make the same
decisions, we search for clues and find the answers because we know they are there for discovery.
Keep asking questions. And fish hard, friends.
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CA CLASSIFIEDS
(A new addition to the Club’s Newsletter)
Great Fly-tying tool addition $40.00

Note: sale does not include tools

Contact Joel K at joelkessler3@comcast.net

Orvis Fly Fishing Vest

Reduced →

$29.95 or Best Offer

Size – Large, 21" long
Condition – Preowned, but like new. Not sure if it was ever used.
The vest is constructed of a rugged fabric of 55% cotton/45% poly poplin. The fly-fishing vest
has sixteen pockets, including ample cargo pocket in the rear for extra fly-fishing gear, rain
jacket, or lunch. Includes a loop in the back for attaching a fly-fishing net.
Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540
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Backup or starters fly rod set

$99.95 or Best Offer

Cabela’s RLS 906 – 9’ 6wt 4-piece rod
Cabela’s WR2 reel with fly line
Carrying Case
Condition like New – this will make a great gift, or a starter freshwater rod, or backup.
Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540

Cabela’s Wind River Fly Rod

Make an Offer

Wind River 8’6” 5 wt.
Condition: Like new
No rod tube
Excellent starter or backup fly rod
Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540

$39.99 or Best Offer
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Make an Offer (fair price no low ball)
The lowest price I have seen for this out-of-print book is $120….

Contact Ed at erosenbloom@gmail.com or 339-237-0540
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Captain Ray’s Guided Charter Trip Raffle
Tickets are STILL Available. Ask any board member. They are $15.00 a ticket. Or 2 tickets
for $25.00. Only 75 tickets will be sold!!

Drawing will be for 1 raffle winner with 1 or 2 guests. Don’t forget to ask
yourfishing buddies if they’d like to purchase tickets too!
THE DRAWING WILL BE HELD AT THE Spring BBQ MEETING!!
The trip includes 8 hours of fly or spin fishing with Captain Ray Stachelek in
Rhode Island.

For more info on the Captain go to: www.castaflycharters.com
2022 Crossroads Anglers Officers
Ed Rosenbloom .......... President
Steve Dewar ............. Vice President/Webmaster
Izzy Bettencourt ........ Membership Chair
Sumner Levine.......... Treasurer
Howie deBeck ........... Advising Board Member
Joel Kessler. ............. Advising Board Member
Russell Glen .............. Advising Board Member
Gary Johnson… ............... Advising Board Member
Dan Deneault ............ Newsletter
Bob Dewar. ..............RaffleMaster
Please visit our website:
www.crossroadsanglers.com
For contact info on any Club Officer

This is our monthly newsletter for the 2021-2022 season.
Best Wishes to All to Continue to Stay Safe and Stay Well!
See you Soon!!

